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SYNOPSIS 

FACTORS lN ASPHALT PAVING l\1IX DESIGN 

WHICH AFFECT VIBRATORY COMPACTION 

A brief review of the historical development of paving mix 
design in relation to developments in compaction equipment 
and procedures. Particular emphasis is given to vibratory 
asphalt compaction, a recent development in the U.S .A. since 
1969. The empirical nature of paving design procedures is 
then discussed in terms of the compaction problems which can 
develop and how these problems are treated with a vibratory 
roller. 
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The determination of 8Sphnlt pnving mixtures developed from trial and error into 
established empirical practices hl \\'hich experience and intuition played a large part 
in the selection of the ingredients and their reJntivc proportions. In the enrly 1900's 
patents \vcrc issued to Warren Bros. and a product called "Bitulithic" was produced 
under the pDtcnt. /;nothcr pnvcment design was developed h1 1910 called Warrenite 
and these even evc~1tually combined into 11 1\'~~rrcnite-Ditulithic" in about 1920. These 
mixtures were reJativcly open graded compared to current specifications but gave very 
good performance during their service life. 

· During the highv:<iY cxpnnsion of the 1920's and 1930's, many states and the Federal 
Government bccan;e invoJvcd in developing specifications for bituminous mixtures 
which included every facet of the product from material selection, e;rading·, proportion-

,jng, mhing·, drying, laydmvn, rolling, etc. Technical organizations such ns the 
Asphalt Institute, Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists and the Highway Research 
Board were formed and souc-ht to correlate, coordinate and organize the information 
which was being· published. 

During World War II, the Corps of Engineers developed the "I\Iarshall" method for 
asphalt. pavement desip,11 which was widely accepted by mrmy, but not all states. 
Preceding <:md coi:ncidential with this development -vvas the design procedure developed 
in California l<::nown as the Hveem l\1ethod. 

In the p'eat majorHy of instances, these methods produce equally satisfactory end 
results but in a proportion of cases, the results of one design could be less satisfactory 
than the other during eompaction. The Hveem method was noted for harsher mixtures 
at lower AC contents .than the l\Iarshall method. 
-~----·. 

The design of asphalt mixtures to this day remains an empirical method. The danger 
in following any empirico.l method is that the fundamental laws of behavior, which 
are npproximated by empiricol methods are or_0y partly understood and only partly 
considered in discussing variations to the method. Over a period of time, customs 
and opinions harden into rules, the origins for which become increasingly more .J 
obscure; such rules become difficult to change. 

A long view perspective of the asphalt paving· industry indicates that it really has 
not changed very much from the days of its origin. Equipment desig11 has developed 
modern mo.chincry and more efficient methods by which the product quality can be 
more closely controlled and produced in larger quantities and transported and laid 
down at ldgher rates. We have increased our basic understanding of the many basic 
phenomena which take plnce in combining nggrcgate and AC together in various 
proportions but major brenkthroughs in the future will depend on our abilities to 
incorporate this additional knowledg·e into a design procedure that k;.1owingly details 
the input in terms of aggTegate and bitumen purameters and can precisely and accurately 
anticipate the output in terms of pavement_ performance for any particular periods 
of time, and what is more, can precisely predict pavement perform:mce for the future 
under a variety of different traffic loading·s. At present, we are not at that stag·e 
of development. 



Reviewing· compaction's role in developing suitable asphaltic concrete pavements, 
we find thnt steel v,rbcd rollers were used from the first applications of sheet asphnlt 
up to the present time. The equipment function has not changed in 100 years, although 
the design has l\.ept paec with new technology. 

In the 1950's, pneumatic tired rollers were promoted and gradually adopted by many 
states as part of the rolling train. Several sizes of pneumatic rollers were developed. 
The lar(';cr ver~dons had devices for varying the inilntion pressure of the tires so 
as to influence the conto.ct area and contact pressure exerted. 'J;'h~eumatic tired 
rollers were se]dom npplicd as a break down roller or finish roller 1 bUtinore~oTfen 
H;-~~~·mcdiate roll~r. · As~lt pickup by rubber ti;'es js a serious obstacle to 
their usc on lligh temperature mixtures. From this application developed the 3 roller 
~concept publicized by 1 he Asphalt Institute and others as the most common practice 
for compacti.ng asplw.lt mh"iures. 

The pneumatic thed roller was not an economical solution for reducing compaction 
costs. On the contrary, it called for another operator and roller without any increase 
in compactive productivity. Its justification \V ns in quality improvement, essentially 
in the area of sealing the surface texture, healing hair cracks and reducing permeability. 

Pneumatic rollers which appear to be most effective are the heavier (expensive) sizes 
with large tires and variable inflation. Inflation pressures should be in the range 
of 90 psi and up, if the more difficult density requirements are to be reached. 

More recently, a number of state highway tests have concluded the pneumatic rollers 
were not consistantly ma}::ing the sort of contribution for which they had been .promoted 
and accepted. Again variations in mix behavior and variations in the methods employed 
for rolling can account for much of this. 

A tremendous forward step has been taken with the nuclear gauge when used for the 
rapid measurement of compaction results during the rolling process. A nuclear density 
gauge offers two principal benefits . 

a. Permits relative measurements of two or more methods or techniques 
as to economy (fewer passes, speed) and as to density. 

b. Enables rapid correlation between actual results and specified results 
for purposes of quality control. 

During the past five years, vibratory rollers have been promoted for asphalt com
paction. Within this time period, there have been several phases of vibratory roller 
design of varying degTees of effectiveness. The latest development in vibratory 
roller design, namely the double drum vibrating roller, does offer an economic benefit 
by being uble to uchicvc a suitable compaction and surface finish with fewer passes 
and consequently fewer rollers. Within this five year period, vibratory rollers have 
experienced both good and bad field results. There are several reasons for this 
among them being: 
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Iniproper vibratory roller design and/or application 

Improper testing· and evaluation 

.Human inertia and resistance to rapid acceptance of a new technique 
which though promising economics also entailed additional risks. 

The initbl promotional phase in Dpplying- vibratory rollers to asphalt involved rollers 
with essentjalJy vibratory soil char<1cteristics. Frequency ranges of 1400 to 1700 
vt)m ru1d nomin:1l sinblc amplitudes of ~~bout 1. 5 mrn were found unsuitable for binder 
and surface courses althou[~h they dhl achieve some benefits on base. These rollers 
had a single drum propelled by a drive axle and r·ubhcr tires. 

The second promotional phase in applying vibratory rollers to asphalt involved single 
drum rollers with specific vibratory chnracteristics intended for bituminous mixture's, 
namely higller frequencies in the rang·e of 2000 vpm to 2500 vpm, lower nominal ampli
tudes at about . 8 mm maximum anc_! the ability to vary both amplitude nnd frequency. 
Some of these rollers arc also fitted ·with steel traction wheels in order to overcome 
the picl~up problem inherent to rubber tires: These rollers usually require a backup 
finisher to ron out edg·e mar1;;-s. 

The third and latest promotional phase for applying vibratory rollers to asphalt involved 
using the same vibratory characteristics as developed in the second pho.sc, namely 
high frequency and lower muWple amplitudes but also the combination of tandem 
steel drums rathel' than one steel drum and a rubber tired propel axle. This last 
categ·ory offers a more economical desig·n in that both drums compact and both drums 
propel. 

Such rollers are applied to satisfy specifications for density, impermeability and 
surface finish, being the sole roller required as long as the roller can mailitain pace 
vlith the paver. 

In this context, it is necessary to reduce the number of passes to the minimum required; 
to establish an optimum working speed and to develop the proper operating pattern 
dependent on the workability of the mix during· the compaction process. 'I_.his apprw•ch / 
finds the nuclear gauge tA he..i.r!.y_aluable for 1pinimizing the time requir~d to establish 
these parameters for a given mix. -
Nevertheless, neither vibratory rollers nor static rollers are panaceas. They do 
not have cureall capabilities and there are still circumstances to be met in the field 
which present considerable difficulties in compaction for any type of roller. This 
is not necessarily due to the roller's limitations but often to the way in which the 
mixture was developed through desig·n, selection of materials and plant process. 

The principal purpose of compaction is to impart stability and permanency to the 
mix so that it will curry the intended traffic load economically. Since the volume 
of aggTegatc is approximately 80 to 90% of the mixture, compaction accomplishes this 
by primarily manipulating the solid particles into a closer contact with one another 



thereby developing greater frictionnl resist:mcc to displacement. Therefore, any 
compaction fncthocl which can nchicvc this manipulation more rapidly than another 
method will tend to be more economical. 

The compncted pavement offers a resistance to deformation which is a function of 
several resjstances: 1 

1. FriCtional resistance 
2. Initial rcsisUmce 
3. Viscous resistance of the mix. 

However, these resistances are also present to a much lesser degree in the mixture 
at Jay down and they progressively increase during the compaction process and 
t;rwreforc they define the workability of the mix. 

These resistances arc flmctions of the rnnterial behavior properties of the ingredients 
of the mix, essentially the aggregate, the bitumen and the filler. 

Mixtures which arc normally ·workable can support the roller without excessive lateral 
displacement and are compactable within a teinperature zone of 275°- - 160°F. The 
bitumen- filler volume relationship, if properly desig·ned, provides workability without 
cracking or checldng. 

In such mixtures, the roller is primarily overcoming the frictional resistances. 
The initial resistru1ce (cohesion) and the viscous resistance are not too significant 
at this point. 

The shape of the particles, the concentration of coarse aggregate and the gradation 
influence the amount of frictional resistance to displacement. The degree of confinement 
by the boundary conditions such as shoulders, curbs, underlying lifts, etc. also 
influence frictional resistance and the relation of coarse aggregate concentr-ation 
to lift thickness also plays a part in developing frictional resistance to displacement. 

As the partjcles are placed in closer and close1' contact and the number of contact 
points increase, they also develop an interlocking resistance which increases as 
the mixture consolidates. 

In this phase of the discussion, we have in effect compacted a well graded crushed 
stone base. In terms of its ability to carry a stationary load (bearing capacity) , 

. it is the practical equivalent of a bituminous mixture as long as moisture is not allowed 
to influence the pac1dng behavior developed by the compaction equipment. 

As a point of interest, the use of vibration to compact crushed matcrin.l is so well 
accepted at this date that it requires no discussion other than to point out that such 
a technique should achieve similar benefits on bituminous mixtures if properly applied. 

A bituminous mixture requires the addition of bitumen to this gradation in a quantity 
which after mixing, coats the particles with a film of bitumen. This film of bitumen 
will vary in thiclmess depending on the quantity added for the purpose of coating 



the surface areas ofthe agg-regate. Upon cooling, this film of bitumen exerts a cohesive 
or binding· effect on the ngg-rcgate and prevents its displacement under a ~10ving_ 
wheel load, and again it should be mentioned that for static loads, it does not ndd 
too much to the bcnring capacity of the mixture and could in fnct reduce it over n 
long period of time, pnrticularly in areas subject to stationnry loadings of relatively 
long· duration. 

However, air and moisture are enemies to the ability of the bitumen coated ngg-regatc 
to maintain n consistent rcsistnnce to displacement. We want to prevent them from 
exerting this influence, so we add some more asphalt to the mixture so thnt after 
comp:1ction there is a residue of bitumen which will fill up a part of the void space 
which will be left in the at';g;rcgnte, and 1ve also w~1.nt to knit the surface as tightly 
as po:;sible (sometimes) to prevent moisture from entering·. I say sometimes because 
there is also a cnpillnry action of moisture from below traveling· upwards which depends 
on the underlying material. It is possible to cause considerable damage in such a 
situation by not .sllowjng the pavement surface to breathe and relieve itself of this 
capillnry pressure. 

Holding this considerntion in obeyance, we have a selection of mi::;,.iures of various 
sizes of aggrer:;nte chosen for dense gradation; an amount of bitumen intended to 
coHt the surface of the material with a predetermined film thickness; and a little excess 
bitumen mastic to fill a part of the remn:ining voids in order to prevent detrimental 
effects of w nter stripping and atmospheric oxidation or hardening of the bitumen. 
However, it :is essential that the mix shortly after lo.ydown has suffic1ent capncity 
to support the rolJer without excessive lateral deformation. This capacity to support 
the roller is primarily a function of the frictional resistance of the particles, the concen
tration of coarse aggregate and the lift thickness . 

At this point we can examine some of the compaction problems which may occur through 
the usc of empil'ical desig·n methods even though the lnboratory requirements are 
satisfactory in indicating suitable pavement pcrformnnce after construction. 

There nre several ways by which the semi-empirical methods of design in use today 
can combine to establish a rolling requirement which is simply impractical to satisfy . 
.Any projection nbout the future of improvements in compaction must account for these 
situations and must also presume that eventually the flaws or limitations in the design 
approach will also be improved. 

Briefly there are two design techniques which differ somewhat in determining the 
amount of asphalt to be added to the mix. 

l\1arshall a--

Hveem b--

Determines the volume of vsphalt based on filling a portion 
of the voids which are remaining in the compacted specimen, 
but the volume of void space cannot be calculated until the 
asphalt content has been added, so it is a trial and error 
examination. 

Volume of asphalt based on covering the surface area and 
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maintaining a certain perccntnr;e of air voids in the compacted 
mixture usually n minimum of ·1%. 

Both me.thods suffer from the limitations of laboratory rr.cthods which do not precisely 
duplicate conditions in field. For example -

1. The degree of confinement in a mold is not the equivalent degree 
of confincmcn t which may exist during field compaction. 

2. The height of the mold specimen in relation to the coarse agr;regate 
conccntr8tion which is appro}jmately 2. 5" may not be comparable to 
neld conditions where the actunl compncted lift thickness is 1}" or 4". 

3. The compaction of any materinl is essentially one of changing the 
volumetric reJntion of the ingredients by effectively packing the 
particles into the least amount of space. Pavement design procedures 
for practical reasons use weight rather than volume and bridge across 
to volume concepts with specific gravity factors. However, specific 
gravity does not allow for th~ variances in packing characteristics. 
Vvhcm compaction is a problem, it is a problem of volumetric rela-
tions not density. Very often the corrective me<1surcs for the volumetric 
relation are obscured by the emphasis on density, particularly on the 
part of field personnel who must deal with density because there nrc 
no valid field techniques to treat the problem as fundamentally one of 
volumetric efficiency . 

There are a number of other problems which can create compaction problems. such 
as the resiliency or stiffness of the underlying material, base and subbase, insuff
icient drying, etc. 

Compaction problems can be broken down into two major categories: 

Harsh MiA'tures 
Tender Mixtures 

relatively temperature dependent 
relatively nontemperature dependent 

In dealing with Harsh l\1ixtures and presuming we are compacting at customary mat 
temperatures, the primary resistance to be overcome is frictional. Vibratory rollers 
are most efficient in this respect and have clearly demonstrated an ability to achieve 
satisfactory compaction at high productivity rates and have demonstrated ability to 
perform the finishing function as well, since they (the tandem vibrators) have sufficient 
static pli to roll out marl.;:s. The advantage is that the vibratory achieves the compaction 
in less time and the mix is still hot enough to permit finish rolling and removal of 
edge marks. 

It is the vibratory action plus weight which when applied, agitates the particles and 
facilitates the development of more contact points during vibration, thereby achieving 
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higher volumetric efficiencies which are measured in terms of increased density. 

In dealing· with Tender 1\Iixturcs, that arc rel3.1ivcly temperature dependent, we arc 
primarily concerned with binder nnd finish mixtures where the mnximum ag·greg·atc 
is 3/4" or less. When such gTndntions arc plotted on Burcnu of Public H.oads Grnda
tion chart ,2 • 3 some of them exhibit a pronounced hump in the medium to fine fractlcn 
when measured agnins1 tlw maximum density line. Such mixutrcs arc often tender 
at conventicn:1l rollin~;· tt'mpcrnturcs. The concentration of sand in rcl:ltion to bitumen 
exhibits a low frictional resistance, too low to carry the roller without excessive 
lateral displacement. 

· In such cm;cs, it is necessary to allm·,r the mixture to cool off and thereby develop 
an increase in viscous resistance to assist in supporting the roller weight. At this 
point, a worldng zone some distance behind the paver is established and the roller 
'is then opcl'Dtccl at the proper amplitude to achieve satisfactory density. It should 
be understood that a t"nclcm vibratory roller cnn be operated •·'l'ith both drums vibrating, 
only one drum vibratin:; or both drums static. When vibrnting, the opcrntor has 
a choice of amplitudes. The Dynapac practice is to avoid varying frequency and 
to run at the highest frequency rating of the roller. This is done to pl'Cvent an excessive 
gap between roller impacts in order to protect the finish. The distance between impncts 
being· a function of frequency and roller speed. When density requirements are in 
the range of DG<:; relative or theoretical, such IT.ixtures arc no more of a problem to 
a vibratory roller than they arc to the conventional train of static rol]crs, providing 
the one vibratory roller is allowed to find the most suitable zone of operation. Rule 
of thumb practices such as "Holl in close to the pavel'11 often do not appJy to mixtures 
with this behavior. 

Tender 1\'lixtures which are relatively nontempcrature dependent are in the class 
of binder to finish gradation particularly when the density is 98% of 75 blow Marslw11. 
A prj me example being the 3/ 4" minus FAA Binder l\lixture. 4 

These types of mh-tures can be rolled to 95, 9G or 97 9o. density and seem to resist 
all efforts and techniques to reach the final 9 89o. 

We have mc:;t FAA gradations vvhich follow the m<n.imum density line according to 
the PER 2 ' 3chart and they present no problem. \Ve have met FAA humpbacked mixtures 
which follo\v the finer gradation and we have also achieved 9 89o but not without consider
able e:x-pcrimentation in the rolling pattern. Nevertheless, there have been a few 
mixtures on which we were unable to achieve 98 9o and neither could the static rollers. 

Our interpretation of the mix behavior is based on this hypothesis: 

Such mb.iures have a low void content when compaction is 
completed, usually in the range of 3%. They also have a film 
of bitumen coating each particle and as the number of contact 
points increase during compaction, a certain amount of this 
bitumen becomes displaced and must join that amount of bitumen 
intended to fill the void space in the mineral aggregate. If the 
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pore sizes arc too small to prevent the flow from taking 
place, the voids rcmnin p~n·tinlly filled ~mel the bitumen 
remains in suspcn~;ion confined within the conrser ngp;rc-
gatc skeleton. In effect, the roller no longer seems to be 
compacting Dg[','l'C'(','8tc but rather is attcn:pting to con~pact 
a confined fluid \·.·hich has a very high resistance. In our 
expC'ricnce we have tdccl ali different sol'ts of rolling patterns 
at tcmpcr[~turcs <·:s low ns J 4o=' F and the result remains 
limi'lcd to ~1bout %'~,or fl79o. 

When tl1is eoncli11nn is really severe, continued passes of 
the ro11er only seem to ag·p;rcvRte the fluid behavior of 
the mGt surface m1d this <.!c:n occur over a wide tempernture 
zone. \\'hen the vh;;cous rcsisll:mce finalJy mul'"cs the mix 
stiff enough to cljminate the behavior, fvrthcr efforts to 
acldcve that last measure of compaction often result in hair 
line crncks or crr:.cks in the n(;;grcgate. This increases the 
voids and drops the density. 

Such a condition is difficult to determine in the field. It is difficult to predict from 
loobng at the mix and the di:::g·nosis is usually made reluctantly after all other possibil· 
itics are exh2usted. Very often, it is only a fractional change in the bitumen or in 
the filler bitun~cn volumetric relation that is necessary to overcome the problem and 
permit vibratory rollh1g to achieve 98% compaction. 

One final vwrd on finish courses, such courses arc fine graded and usually thin lifts 
of lJ" or less. The relationship of the lift thickness to the interface of the under-
lying· mat often imparts a hig-h frictional resistance. However, if vibrated in high 
amplitude, the pressure wave rebounds from the interface and can upset the compaction 
effect. Our procedure in such instances is to use the low· amplitude mode and deter
mine a roller pattern based on either single or double drum vibrating passes and 
finishing off static. 

It is primarily on finjshec1 courses that the need for specific roller operator skills 
and technique are most obviously required. 

roll at high frequency to reduce impact spacing. 

do not overroll in vibration and avoid overrolling static, since 
it is uneconomical and can reduce density. 

do not vibrate in place and always reverse in echelon across the 
mat 

select the right vibrating technique and stick to it as long as the 
underlying conditions do not change. 

In conclusion, properly desig-ned tandem vibratory rollers have demonstrated an 
ability to achieve economies in compaction within the concept of one roller for one 
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pave1: as long as the roller can nchicve Hs functions and still keep up with the overall 
forward speed of the paver. The usc of a nuclcm' gauge is quite effective in determininG 
in a rcl;;tive sense the most efficient roller po.Ucrn. It is nlso useful in a cross check 
on core densities. 

Vibratory rollers do require a certain level of skill and understanding in operation 
but this level is within the rane-e of skill and 1.mclcrstanding of the average roller 
operator allowing for some degree of traininrr. 

Vibratory rollers arc not panacea, they arc limited by the empirical nature of accepted 
mix design procedure, as are all types of rollers. In our opinion, further ndvanccs 
h1 compaction will depend on dcsir;n practicc~s which can accurately predict workability 
during the roller process but until that cnpabili ty is achieved, tandem vibratory 
rolJinl'; propc1·Jy employed has been demonstrated to be the most economical method 
for achieving rapid and effective co;npaction nm·r in use. 

Iv1G/ld/mc 
103074 
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.1. DVIVAPAC 

VIBRATORY COMPACTORS 

THE CC-SOA AT 

MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

At Miami International Airport, General Asphalt Paving Co. successfully tested and then 
utilized a Vibro-Plus Dynapac CC-50A tandem vibratory self-propelled roller as the only 
compaction roller on a runway strengthening project. The lay down rates handled by the 
one roller ranged at 450 tons per hour and peaked at 800 tons per hour. Density was 
achieved in two round trip passes vibrating in low amplitude at 2400 vpm and one static 
round trip pass. All passes ran at 5-1/2 to 6 mph rolling speed. Density requirements were 
consistently met at 99% of Marshall 75 blow lab density without any difficulty on lift 
thicknesses as high as 12" and as low as 2-1/2". 

Surface smoothness was satisfactory. Approximately 150,000 tons of asphalt concrete were 
handled by the CC-50A on this project. One of the most interesting facets of this particular 
job was the ability of the CC-50A roller to achieve these results at rolling temperatures which 
averaged at 180° F with rolling commencing at mat temperatures not above 230° F and 
finishing at temperatures not below 150° F. 



In the Fall of 1972, the General Asphalt Co. Inc. tested the CC-50A under contract 3-10b 
for the Dade County Port Authority. This contract consisted of strengthening various on
off ramps, aprons, and taxiways amounting to 68,000 tons of asphalt concrete and it is 
still underway. The testing of the CC-50A and other pieces of compaction equipment was 
in prelude to contract 4-1 awarded to the joint venture of General Asphalt and Brewer. This 
contract included 162,000 tons of asphalt concrete and involved strengthening two runways 
9R and 9L, one taxiway and several approach and holding aprons. 

The first day of testing the CC-50A on job 3-10b showed nuclear tests not above 96% of 
75 blow Marshall Density but the cores showed 99%. 

The second day of testing revealed that the problem was not going to be density but rather 
one of displacement, waviness and hairline cracks. 

In efforts to solve this problem numerous rolling patterns were tried including static rollers 
which also included a 40 ton traffic roller as well as single axle rubber tire propel vibratory 
rollers. Chief Engineer DeMoya found that by allowing the mat to cool, the CC-50A was 
able to achieve density and the waviness and hairline cracks disappeared. Conventional 
static equipment could not achieve acceptable density at lower mat temperatures and had 
problems of displacement and hairline cracks at high densities. Operating the 40 ton behind 
the paver was not a solution because it left the mat in a rutted condition. 

The result was acceptance of the CC-50A as the roller to be used on the larger contract 4-1. 

Contract 4-1 had a tight completion date - all work had to be done in about 90 days and 
before January 1, 1973. To accomplish this, the paving contractors set up six producing 
plants and developed a logistical system that could average 4500 tons per 10 hour day in 
lay down and on occasion delivered 7,000 and 8,000 tons per 10 hour day. 

The FAA compaction specification called for 98% of Marshall Density ASTM D-1559 at 
mixing temperature of 270° - 325° F and a minimum rolling temperature of 250° F. 

The contractors used two Cedar Rapids BSF-3R pavers in echelon wedging from the center
line out to the edge. The first lift was to set a cross fall of 1-1 I 2% instead of 1 I 2% and ranged 
from 4"- 5" at the center to about 2-112" at the edge of the runway. The second lift was 
4". One runway was 100' wide and the other 150' in width. 

The contractors found that the runways were in rough shape in some spots and in fact they 
had to wedge as much as 9" and in one instant 12" in order to bring the cross slope to grade. 
All bituminous concrete was laid over the existing asphalt concrete runway. 

The six suppliers of plant mix were: 

AGGREGATE SOURCE 

Sterling Crushed Stone 
Maule Industries 

Florida Rock & Sand 

Broward, Eureka & Kozzo 
Lehigh 

Seminole Rock Prod. 

Southeastern 

Maule Industries 

PLANT 

1. General Asphalt 

2. U.S. Asphalt Co. Inc. 

3. Brewer Co. 

4. Pan American 

5. O'Keefe Paving 

6. Asphalt Material & Paving Co. 
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MIX DESIGN DATA 

Aggregate 
Physical Characteristics Min. Max. Average 

1. Specific Gravity @ 

Optimum AC Content - 2.152 2.245 2.189 

2. Unit Weight pcf 134.3 140.1 136.8 

3. Specific Gravity of 
the Aggregate - 2.38 2.49 2.419 

4. Absorption AC lbs. per 
100 lbs. of dry aggregate - 1.50 1.70 1.60 

5. Specific Gravity of 
Asphalt Cement - 1.02 1.02 1.02 

6. % AC of Total Wtight at 
Optimum Content % 7.1 7.8 7.364 

GRADATION SPECIFICATION 

%Passing %Passing 
Specification Job 

Sieve Size Limits Specifications Tolerance 

3/4 95-100 100 ± 2% 
1/2 82-100 95 ± 5% 
3/8 73- 90 85 ± 5% 
#4 55- 70 60 ± 5% 
10 40- 55 45 ± 5% 
20 27- 43 38 ± 5% 
40 19- 35 31 ± 4% 
80 8- 20 14 ± 4% 

200 2- 5 3.5 + 1.5% 
Bitumen + 0.25% 

All materials classified as Absorptive with water absorption over 2.5% by weight of dry 
aggregate. 

ASPHALT SPECIFICATION 

Asphalt Cement Texaco AC-6, 60-70 penetration, with silicone added (or equal) to Florida 
State material specification# 10542-B. 

MARSHALL DESIGN VALUES 

Stability 
Flow 
Voids Mineral Aggregates 
Voids Filled 
%Voids 

Specification 
Limits 

2200-3200 
9- 14 

14- 18 
75- 85 

2.5 - 4.5 

3 

Min. Max. 

2200-2915 
10.3 -13.2 
15.4 - 16.6 
76.8 -80.0 

3.0 - 3.8 

Avg. Tolerance 

2630 ± 10.0% 
11.4 ± 2.0% 
16.0 ± 1.0% 
78.6 
3.44 ± 0.8% 



LAYDOWN EQUIPMENT 

2- Cedar Rapids BSF-3R Pavers- Operating independently or in echelon -14' paving width. 

COMPACTION 

From testing on the previous contract, Chief Engineer DeMoya had determined that the 
mix, though possessing a good stability, tended to behave as a tender mix when laid down 
in 4" lifts and higher at temperatures 280° F. 

After some experimentation on Project 4-1, the following procedure for the CC-50A was 
established: 

1. Allow the mat to cool off to a temperature not above 230° F. 

2. Pretest with a static pass to see if any mat displacement or hairline cracks occur. 

3. If not, commence rolling with two round trips (A-B; B-A) in vibration at 2400 vpm and 
low amplitude (18,000 lbs. centrifugal force per drum). 

4. Step 3 began at an average mat temperature of 180° - 190° F and finished off above 
150° F. 

5. Working travel speed for static and vibratory passes 5-1/2 to 6 mph. 

Densities achieve with this pattern were consistently 99% of Marshall and in the thicker 
wedges, densities of 100% were not uncommon. It is of interest to note that this same roll
ing pattern was used on single lift thickness of 2-1/2" to 9" on Contract 4-1. 

It is of further interest to note that at these lower rolling temperatures lateral displacement 
was very minimal and that surface waves were eliminated. 

This rolling pattern took place as much as 3500' behind the paver depending on the rate of 
cooling according to the lift thickness involved. 

(Note: In Contract 3-10b, a wedge of 12" lift thickness was allowed to cool 6 hours before 
rolling commenced, and it is of further interest to note that this was the only way in 
which the contractor was able to achieve a satisfactory end result). 

Dade County Port Authority Consultants, Howard Needles Tammen & Bergendoff observed 
the roller performance and cross checked laboratory cores with nuclear field measurements 
on Contract 3-10b. As a result Contract 4-1 was written to permit vibratory rolling at temp
eratures above 150° F instead of 250° F and density was set at 99% ± 1%. 

It is of further interest to note that prior to the successful roller pattern worked out by 
DeMoya and as a result of previous tests with conventional equipment, serious thought was 
being given to reducing the density spec to 97% ± 1% of Marshall. 

Presently nuclear field testing is carried out to insure that achieve densities do not exceed 
100%. 
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Fl ELD TESTING 

Testing for this contract was by Wingerter Laboratories of Miami, Florida. Field tests con
sisted of a Troxler Gauge and core sampling. Correlation between nuclear tests and core 
samples were within less than ± 1%. 

Toward the end of contract several laboratory samples were compacted at 100 blow Mar
shall on both sides of the sample. Results were a density increase of less than .5lb/cft and 
the roller achieved this without any change in procedure. 

The CC-50A rolled over 150,000 tons of this mix on Contract 4-1. The owners received a 
job within their specifications and the contractor was pleased because he achieved this end 
result without any strain on his compaction procedure and at a labor and capital cost input 
that was substantially below conventional methods. 

GRADATION CHART 
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PROJECT NO. 
TYPE CCNST, LOCATIO.; Or-. PROJECT -ATE Florida 

TYP~-;,~-;:-;:. ,c-co-uc·;:-;-;-, -Ao_G_. s-terlingCru~h-ed-S::-to_n_e_tv_Ia-u-:-le---i Miami Int'l Airport - Contract 4-1 - General Asphalt Paving 
Industries, Florida Rock & Sand, Rroward Eureka'& Kuzzo, HNTB Consultants - Oct. _ Dec. 1972 Seminole Rock, Southeastern 

-~~c~c-c :~-c"-T~~:~J :A~Er~~T~,~~:~~'ul ~~~~~~ "I:~J~c::ETHol:~:RJ:b Report- SA-010-0173 
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Miami International Airport 
October/December 1972 
CC-50A- SIN 149 

Owner: Dade County Port Authority 
Consultant Engineer: Howard Needles Tammen & Bergendoff 
Contractor: Joint Venture 

General Paving- Brewer Co. 
George DeMoya, Chief Engineer 

For Presentation to HRB Committee A2-F02 
January 23, 1973 
Washington, D.C. 

For complete information 
calf your local DYNAPAC Dealer: 

/ 

SA-036-0973 

VIBRO-PLUS 
Kelly Place • Stanhope, N J • 07874 

201-347-0700 • Telex 13-6481 

5200 Dixie Road • Mississauga, Ontario, Canada 
416-625-4784 • Telex 06961104 
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' ~VIV~ .. .ACc~ 
DYNAPAC MFG INC 

TEST: 

PROJECT ID NO. NO. 

BY: 

JOB SITE 
County City I State Street/Route Job Phone 

PAVING CONTRACTOR 
Name Main Address Main Phone 

ASPHALT COMPACTION 
FIELD REPORT 

DATE 

BITUMINOUS OT!-IER 

[ I Base [ I Soil Cement 

[ I Binder I I CT!l 

[ I hnish [ I A Til 

Superintendent Paving Foreman Roller Oper. Inspector Resident Engr. Distr. Engr. 

CONTRACTOR STATE I COUNTY 

JOB MIX GRADATION %PASSING 
STONE SIZES COARSE SAND MEDIUM SAND FINE SAND I ILLER 

2-1/2" 1·1/2" I" 3/4" 5/8" 1/2" 3f8" 1/4" #4 #8 :f± 16 clho #50 ¢tso .If I 00 1:200 

% % 

If a different size sieve is used - note the size under the %Passing 

SPECIFY APPROPRIATE GRADE OF ASPHALT BY CHECK v' VISCOSITY GRADE AASHO M-226-70-1 

Pacific Coast or Penetration Grade r I Other Specify PENETRATION VISCOSITY 
/ 0 0 

275°F AR 1000 [ I 40- so [ I 77 F 140 F 
Asphalt Cement 

I 00 gr.- 5 sec Poise Ccntistokcs AR 2000 [ I 60- 70 [ I Oil Company 
AR 4000 [ I 85 - 100 [ I Refinery 
AR 8000 [ I 120-150 [ I Source of Crude 
AR 16000 [ I 200 - 300 [ I 

MARSHALL VALUES HVEEM VALUES OTHER METHODS 

Density ___ pcf r<< ___ blows Density pcf 

Stability Stabilometer 
Flow Cohesiometer Swell __ 

A·C% CKE·AC % 
Air Voids %VMA % Air Voids %VMA % 

PAVING METHOD: [ I Windrow [ I End Dump Paver Mfg. Model 
SINGLE Ll F T THICKNESS 

SINGLE PASS PAVING WIDTH I FT.I I Inch I Inch I PAVER SPEED I I P~ll 
LAYDOWN COMPACTED AVERAGE 

PRODUCTIVITY IN TONS PER SHIFT PAVING HOURS PER SHIFT OR [ ] TPH 
PAVER CREW [ I Foreman [ I Paver Operator :IJ: 1 [ I Screed Oper. # 2 [ I Raker# 1 [ I Raker# 2 I I Raker # 3 

ROLLER CREW [ I Breakdown [ I Intermediate [ I Finish [ I Others (how many) 

NOTES: 

PASSES Lay· 2 3 
CODE 

Down 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 TYPE OF PASS 
Ty~e XXX B ~ BREAKDOWN 
Ro ler Pass 
Ty~e 

I ~ INTERMEDIATE 
Ro ler XXX F ~ FINISH 

FreMuency 
VP XXX CODE TYPE OF ROLLER 

Amplitude XXX JW 3 Wheel Roller 
Hi ~ Lo ZAT 2 Axle Tandem 
Mat 

0 JAT 3 Axle Tandem Temp. F 

15 .. Nuclear 7R 7 Wheel Pneumatic 
Count 9R 9 Wheel Pneumatic 

60 .. Nuclear 11 R 11 Wheel Pneumatic 
Count 1V Single Drum Vibrator~ 

Std Nuclear 1VS Single Drum Static Count 
Count 60" zvv Double Drum 
Ratio Std 2 Drums Vibrating 
ROLLER f zvs Front Drum Vibrating 
OENSITVpc Rear Drum Static 
PASSING pcf zsv Front Drum Static DENSITY 

Rear Drum Vibrating 
%of Passing zss Both Drums Static 

SA-003A·0774 
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DYNAPAC MFG INC GRADATION CHART 
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SIEVE SIZE [ AC % 

[ 1 LIMESTONE [ 1 WASHED SAND State I Route 
[ 1 GRANITE [ 1 CRUSHED SAND 

Asphalt Absorption r Mix [ 1 SHALE [ 1 BEACH SAND Grade Factor Density PCF 
[ 1 SLAG [ 1 Min.% of Crushed Aggregate 
[ 1 BANK GRAVEL Retained on Sieve .1. DVIVAIPIAC" 
[ 1 RIVER GRAVEL DYNAPAC MFG INC 

[ 1 Sieve# GRADATION ANALYSIS 

SA-003A-0774 

PRODUCER PIT/PLANT 
%Crushed (Name) (Location) Date: By: 
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Subject TECHNICAL DATA OF VIBR/.;,TOf(Y 

COMPACTORS 

Lars Forssblad, D. Eng. 

Ref, No. 8204 Eng. Date 31. 10. 6? 
-------------------------- ------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------

There em: no rules which ore generolly accepted I"Ef!Ording the technical data which should be 

given fo1 viil:otory co<rqx1clors in specifications, tcchnicalrepor-1-s, manufocturers' catolo0ues, 

etc. In thi~ report the: icchnicol duto of vibratory compactors are defined. Their influence on 

the cornpc:-~iiCJ:l effect i~ discussed. The basic technical da!o for a vibrating roller or a vibro
ting pl(1tc comr)octor me static weioht, frequency cmd ampliiuclc.:. The 01nplitude varies, hO\v-
ever, with ihc clc:stic cmd dompinc1 prope;riies of the soil and is here defined as the nominol 

amplitude tk{Jiccting the elasticity ond dom;.)ing of the soil. 

Eccentric liJOincnt, cenirifuqol force, "dynamic force", "impulse in tons per second" and 
"equivalent static weight" are other dat·a ond expressions which c:rc dealt- with in the repori·. 

DISTRIBUTIOt~ 
--------
This repod will hove it~s greatest interest for research people, engineers working at Highway 

Depo!lments and simi lor organizations and also for consulting engineers and qualified 

contractors. It should ulso be used when, for exarnple, "equivolent static weight" of a 

vibmtory compactor is n<entioned in connection with tenders, etc. 



-----·-··-·····---·-·········------------------·-· '-·--------------------·-----------------

TECHNICAL D?.TA OF VIBRJ\TO:;y COMP/,CTORS 

Lors Forssblad, D. Eng. 

There em; no ~JcnPrally occepted rules rcgordinf.l the technical data which should be given for 

vibrotmy comr:·uctors in specificcJtiur,s, technico! reports, rnonufacturers~catalogtJes, etc. Stolic 

\veiDht·, frcqu·~:ncy and cEnhifusc<l force ore the dc1a which most frequently ore given. "Dynomic 

force", "dynurnic lomi"r ''compC1ction r:ffort in tons", "impulse in tons per second", "corrcs-

pond ins fc,rcc" a1Jd "u1vivo lent siotic wei~Jht 11 ute other expressions used. These exprcs,iom 

are more CJ; lf'ss exactly de:fii1ed, ond c:ru rnorc or less properly correlated to ihe compoc;lion 

effect. In the follm,,ing reilorl the different technical dato of vibratory comp::1cl'ors and J!,eir 

influence on the compc:ction effect Oie discussed. 

A vibrating roller or a vibroting plate cornpactm· prodL•ces a rapid succession of impacts on the~ 

surface of the 9round, Fig, 1. The impoct force5 develop rrc-sure w0vcs which penctrotc inio 
-··----... ·------

the soil. The pressure waves generate dynamic pressures in the soil, and they also sE:t ihc 

particles in a state of motion. 

It is important to make a clc:or difference between the vibrations of the compoctor and the dota 

of the pressure waves in the soi I. The data of the pressure waves are to a high degree depending 

on the properties of tl1e soi I. 

The dynamic irnpoct forces acting on the surface of the ground depend on the weight and vibra

tion de1tu of the compactor as well as on ihe properties of the soil -mainly its elastic properlies. 

Different types of soils have differenl elastic properties. For one and the same soil, the elostic 

properties vary with the desJree of compaction. When the density successively increases during 

the corr1poction, the modulus of elasticity also increases substantially. 

S toti c Vv' ci ght 

The static weight of vibratory compactors has a great influence on the compaclion effect since 

the l:inetic energy, as well as the mornenturn (moss x velocity) of the vibrating drum or the 

bottom plate ,are directly proportional to the weight, when the frequency and amplitude are 



----------------··------------------------------------------

kept constont. The lincnr relationship between wci£Jh1 and compaction effect has been con~ 

finned by corr:poction tests ond practical experience. 

Results of com;x1ction tcsls have indic:oLd thal tlw tllaximunl d(:pth to which o soil can be 

cornpacterl dc:p;;nds on the iota! static wcic;ht- of t!1e vibrotory compactor. However 1 t-he 

compaciicn close to the surfe1cc achieved by viLroting roller:~ is t·o a groat extent also influenced 

by the siCitic weig:11 per inch of drum v.-idth. lG~;\c; rr.oc)c v.,rith viL,:ating rollers ol the Rood 

Research Lu • I' . I • d' I • I I I • l . io!y 1n · ''(;!cmc, trh lccdco u cornF:'roliVL y SJOOCJ coiTf.~latton Xolwcen stahc 

weic;ht per inch cf drum Viidih nnd cC·IIl[X1clion cffcct 1 but, of course, ihe vibrotion data a!so 

hove an ob.,ric,u~, influen~:c 011 the co:rq)::.1clion effect of the rnuchinc [1]. 

The rolio ol \>'r~igl!l of drurn (or bolton: plole) lo woig 11i of fromc is also of im[1orlance for the 

cornpacHon dk·cl. Thi:. v.rcighf··ratic, ic', ho\'lCVCI, often detc:nt,incd by the prudical design 

of the machine. 1\ high fw:,·,e weighi vsuolly hos a positive influence on thE: compaction effect. 

~!~(~ci_~::=:_r,'=!._,und _::~~iu"~~:.' cieflncd in l-is. 2, are ih·3 basic vibrotion dcita. The frequency is 

determined by the roiot;oncd velocity of t:,e eccentric or ccccnirics. The frequency is usually 

compmalivcly easy to mccsure or check, i.e. fro:n the: r.p.rn. of lhe ens)ine:. The frequency 

of the pressure woves ocncroh:d in lite soii is t-he oonw os the hcouency of the vibraior. 
V 1 

According to compoction iesls ond oiher investigalions 1 an increased frequency results i[i on 

increased corr:poction effect, bul- only up to a ccrto!n frequency range. The schemalic curves 

in Fig. 3 me b::-;sed on the results of o number of invcsligations published b)l different Auihors 

Fig. 4 shows the relalionships between dry density of the compacted soils and frcquenC)' 

according to iesis rnodc at the Rood Reseorch Laboratory in England [2]. Changes in frequency 

within the teskd range generally had c limited effect on !he compaction effect. At frequencies 

over 2200-2400 vibr/min the densities have not increased wilh increased frequency. 

The arnplitu:ie of the drum or bottom plate IS a function of the :.:5enlric m~12en!, which is 

defined in Fi~;. 5. The omplitude depends, however, to a certoin extent alc;o on the elasticity 

and Jl1e dornpinsJ pror)criies of the soil. The ampliludc is 1 consr:~quently, not constan1, but 

will to Cl cerloi11 extent vary with the frequency. !·or plate ccd1liXJCtors anolher difficulty in 

2. 



defining the amplitude is thot the amplitude usuc1lly varies olong the bottom plate. If the 

influc'nce of !he elasticit-y and the dampinu properties of the soil is n~;glectcd, the so-callc,J 

norni.w:d mnplitudc can be colculot-ecl accordin~1 to the equation: 

N · 1 1. j eccentric moment 
omtno wnp duc-e == ----~-,----,---,------------y-------1----Wt:tgilt or OiV'' 01 bottom p nt·e 

Thu:,, the nornirK,i arr,plitudc is indepenclc,-11 of thC:" frequency and inversely propodional to the 

wei9id oF the clrurn or botiorn phtee •. A vibmtinu roller ploced on on elastic be:cl, for exurnplei 

I I . 1 I • • II I • 1 ' • I ,. -' argc yt ng ruo:)e;;··-1 1 res WI , wc:-K \'it tn t!1e nomttK1 orPp 1 1-lJ:.w. 

The roioiinD ec~ccnhic initic1lcs a centrif_~~Jol __ ~:2_lc:, which is a function of [frequcncy y x 

(ecccnt:·ic r;·:ont(:ni] as shown in Fig. 5, or:d conscquenlly opproxirn:Jlcly also a funct-ion of 

[frcqucncyJ 2 x [u;npliiuc!e]. Due to the C'~cillations of !he drum or the boHom plaie there 

will be o sr,·,all difference bciv;een the real cenlTift:~)cd force: ond that calculc-ited from Fig. 5. 

The difference i~, however, usuolly le~s ihon 1 <)S. 

The centrifugC1! fo1·cc c;cls inside the drum or boJ-to:n p!uic. Its rnogniiude is not equ.;l lo ihe 

dynomic force 1TCJt1~iYiitlec-l to thee under!yins soil us is somc:iirne:s assumed, This would be ihe 

case o:·1ly if the drum or bottom plale were rigidly fixed to ihe ground. 

It can thus be mislc:udino to use the cenlrifugol force os C! measure of compaction effect, 

esp::cially if !he cenfrifugal fmce of a vibrotor \vorking wilh a high frequency is compared 

wilh the cenlrifugul force of a vibrator with o low frequency. If the compaction effc,ct were 

di rcc tly proporl i una I to the C(cntrifuga I force, the rc lol i onsh ip between compaction effect and 

freguency would follow the dotted curve in Fig. 3. There is, however, no good agrcelTI,~nt 

between this dotted curve and curves based on tesl- resulls. Thus, the centrifugal force only 

gives a general indication of the compaction effect. An advantage in using the centrifugal 

force is, hovicvcr, that this value con cosilr be compored vvith the static weight of the drum 

(boltom plaie) and vv'ilh the lotal weight of the compoctor. The centrifugal force can ihus give 

a general indication of the vibration intensity and the COnlf)Oction effect. 

Area and Dimcn:.ions of the Coniacl Surfoce 

The orca and dimensions of !he contoct surfe1c.c with !he ground is of importance for the compcc

tion effect ond dfect-in-dcplh. With a conste1nt dynamic load per unit area, an increusin9 

contact surface results in o ~Jieatcr effccl--in-depth .. The contact surfoce of a viiJrating roller 

3. 



with given data is depending on the elasticity of the soil. For a vibrating roller, an increased 

diameter of the drum gives a larger contact area. 

:velocity 

The working speed has a greater influence on the compaction effect for a vibrating roller than 

for a static roller. A higher velocity of a vibrating roller can, however, be compensated by 

a greater number of passes, and the compaction work is approximately proportional to the time 

of vibration on a given area. 

Dynamic Pressures in the Soi I 
' 

Up to now it has not been possible to exactly calculate the dynamic pressures generated in the 

soi I under a vibratory compactor. However, the pressures can be measured with pressure cells 

and results of such measurements are given in Fig. 6. [3]. 

Approximate Formula to Calculate Compaction Effect 

With reference to the foregoing, the following very approximate formula can be given for the 

compaction effect: 

Compaction effect= (a constant] x [static weight] x [frequency) x [amplitude] x ~umber 0
: passes] 

. (veloc1ty] 

It should be observed, however, that especially the relationship between compaction effect 

and frequency is approximately linear only within a certain frequency range. 

"Dynamic Force (Load) 11 

In U.S. specifications -i.e. those used by the Corps of Engineers -a minimum "dynamic force" 

as an expression for centrifugal force is often specified for vibrating rollers. As centrifugal 

force is not a very exact measure of compaction effect, this definition only gives an approxi

mate value of the efficiency of the roller. If, however, the frequency is also specified with-

in a limited range- i.e. 1500- 1600 vibr/min- the definition is more exact. 

"Impulse in Tons per Second" 

The expression "impulse in bns per second" defined as the product of centrifugal force and 

frequency, is sometimes used as a measure of compaction effect. This expression has the 

dimensions [frequency)3 x [amplitude], and is still more misleading than centrifugal force as 

a measure of compaction effect. It obviously gives an exaggerated value for a vibratory com
pactor with a high frequency. 



11 Equivalent Static Weight 11 

The principle of vibratory soil compaction- the state of motion of the particles combined with 

dynamic·pressure -is quite different from the principle of static compaction. It is clear that 

this makes it very difficult, and probably impossible, to find technical data which can be used 

to compare exactly the compaction effect of a vibratory and a static compactor. In spite of 

this a vibrating roller is sometimes said t·o have the same compaction effect as a static roller of 

a certain weight. Such a comparison can only be made if the two rollers are exactly described 

regarding weight, dimensions, etc. Also the soil conditions have to be exactly specified. 

With other soil conditions a comparison will give quite other results. 

An agreement has been made by the manufacturers of vibratory compactors within the CECE 

(Committee for European Construction Equipment) not to use comparative weight figures as 

the above. See the enclosed article by dr G. Garbotz, Appendix 1. 

Conclusions· 

The basic technical data for a vibratory compactor are weight, frequency and amplitude. The 

amplitude varies with the elastic and damping properties of the soil and is here defined as the 

nominal amplitude neglecting the elasticity and damping of the soil. The amplitude is basically 

directly proportional to the eccentric moment which can be exactly defined. It is proposed that 

the following technical data should be given in specifications, technical reports, manufac

turer' catalogues, etc. 

Vibrating rollers 

Static weight 

Static weight per inch of drum width 

Drum width 

Drum diameter 

Frequency 

Nominal amplitude 

Eccentric moment 

Centrifuge I force 
1
) 

Working speed 

Vibrating plate compactors 

Static weight 

Static weight per unit area of bottom plate 

Width of bottom plate 

Length of bottom plate 

Frequency 

Nominal amplitude 

Eccentric moment 

Centrifugal force
1

) 

Working speed 

1) Can be misleading if compactors with different frequencies are compared. 

5. 
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Fig. 1. A vibrating roller or a vibrating plate compactor develops 
pressure waves going down in the ground. 

Amplitude 

~ ~----------~----------~----------~--

Time T for full eye le 

Frequency (number of eye les per sec. ( 
1 /T) } 

Amplitude (maximum deviation from position 
at rest} 

Time 

= f cps or Hz 

= s em (in) 

Maximum velocity = v 
max 

= 21t·f·s cm/s (in/sec) 

= a = 4~ · fZ · s cm/sz(in/secz) 
max 

~ximum acceleration 

Fig. 2. Definition of frequency and amplitude. Velocity and accelera
tion during a sinusoidal vibratory motion c~n be calculated 
according to the equations given above. 

Observe that the amplitude correcl"ly defined is half of the 
total movement. In some cases the whole "stroke" or move
ment is incorrectly denominated as amplitude. 
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Weight of eccentric 

Eccentricity 

= m kg (lb) 

= r em (in) 

Eccentric moment 

Centrifugal force 

:;: m· r kgcm (lb in) 

= m • r ~ 4 TT2 • fl . ~ kg ( I b) 
9 

g = acceleration due to gravity = 981 cm/sl = 
386 in/sec 2

• 

Fig. 5. Definition of eccentric moment and centrifugal force 
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Fig. 6. Vertical dynamic stresses at different depths under 

vibratory compactors of different types and sizes [3]. 



f'HE fMPACT FORCE •• - (Reprinted from Contract Journal, June 30, 1966) 

Appendix 1. 

By Prof. Dr. 6. G'erlu)tz, ~-~ 

IN THE COMPETITIVE STRUGGLE 
bttwecn the manufacturers of vibra. 
ting rollers one still fmds on occasion 
a statement such as "the vibrating rol· 
lcr as offered has the same capacity or 
effect as a many times heavier roller 
wit.!J a static action." 

Although such claims have repeatedly 
been declared as nonsensical, it n:.ay 
be opportune to explain once more the 
conditions arising during soil cousoli· 
dation by a roller. 

It may be best to start with a defmi. 
tion of the terms which are obviously 
doubtful. The most important term is 
the impact force. This is connected with 
the centrifugal force· produced by the 
unbalance only subject to certain quaJi. 
fications, because the latter depends 
merely on the unbalanced mass, its 
eccentricity and the frequency, i.e., on 
the technical data of the vibrating rol· 
ler and can be calculated easily. 

The impact force K=mb, on the 
other band, depends through the term 
m on the technical data of the roller, 
i.e., the total mass, and also through 

(FI,c. 1) Form of '""'P 
CS) and Impact force 
(!;:) 011 a 6!C11all..p!Jte 
•lbrator on &.nd, zrllvel 
and concrete 

(1'1!:- 3) Impact force 
(kg) and cousotidction 
of a vibrati..ot roller on 
~ravel at 23 and 50 cfo. 
The impnct force of 
the roller r<·acbos a 
moxlmuru. of aLout 
2,700 kg at 23 c/s nnd 
the consolid•nlon at a 
depth of, for example, 
300 rum correspond, to 
a dry weight of just 
under 2.0 t/m'. At 
50 cJs the imp3ct force 
amounts to no more 
tb•n about l,tlOO kl!. 
but the dry wei~ht p~o·r 
volume is 2.2 tjr;:,l 

the acceleration b on the vibration 
process of the roller which is excited 
by the centrifugal force. Thls process 
Is, however, affected by the damping 
property of the ground to be compac· 
ted. This· is the reason why th~ i:nract 
forc.e depends, not only, as shown· in 
Fig.l, very much on the type of ground, 
but it rises also, as shown in Fig. 2, as 
the consolidation proceeds. 

Not the Case 
It is certainly not the case that a 

greater Impact force always results in 
a better consolidation (see Fig. 3), and 
a high centrifugal force is not always 
followed by a higher impact force, for 
the reason stated above, when the roller 
rests on the material to be compacted 
(see Fig. 4). It is thereiore absurd to 
state it in connoction with a roller un· 
less the soil concerned and its condition 
are precisely defined, 

It is just as misguidtd to speak of 
the same compacting effect of a stati
cally and of a dynamically acting roller. 
The compacting effect can be measured 

by the settlement or by the rcsiuual 
pore volume left by a roller down to 
the desired depth of consolid:ttion after 
a certain number of passes. This com· 
pacting effect depends, according to 
what has been said before, to a very 
large extent to the type of soil and on 
the compac1 inr, appli;mce (see Fig. 5). 

There arc types of gro\md such as 
well-graded ;;ravels which r~1>end 
satisfactorily ;o shaking, and which cnn 
be compacte<; extremely well by dyna· 
mic means, i.e., by vibratioa. On the 
other hand, there are very cohesive 
soils for which dynamic cor:s "lid<: I ion 
loses in importance compared with t;-,e 
compacting effect of static wei:(::.t. 
There is no conceivable case for whi:h 
we can state or else calculate in aclv;;nce 
a definite ratio of the compacting eifect 
between a roller with dynamic <!nd 0'.16 

with static action. It always deper:;ds 
on the type of soil. 

For the same reason any comparison 
of the compacting capacity of staticillly 
and dyn~mically acting rollers is wrong. 

(Continued on page 1086) 



VIBRATING ROLLERS 
(Concluded from page 1081) 

'D1c cor,1pactln;' capacity Is defmed 
as the capaclt~· il' m'/h 0f uniformly 
compacted soil wl.tch depends oa the 
roller width, the speed, the tllltnber of 
passes and the action in depth. Such a 
comparison . would again, on &"Count 

of the compacting effect (action in 
depth), be scnsi!ble only for a certain 
well-defined soil, but tzever generally 
for two certain statically or dynamically 
acting rollers. 

The buyers and users of rollers 
should, in their own interests, be in
fomtd of these f.acts. 

-------------

Surl1te0 ---<> Ht>lght '-" ~ GSC1mm 
_..., H<."cM of ~ WO•'Ml 

(FI~ !lj f"":tt1~''ni~ llt str.tle (with<'at \"lb.) 1111:'1 (J'r:t,L'11e consolldllltloo of ~:revet. th,~d hs 
fz.:ycr-J of S50 &r.d !'IM mm J-~lr1t, by 11 l/.5 t dbr:Jfln~ t'()ller (lrith a.ncl without vibr11tion) 

lit 4!1 t/ll !At;d ~> l..l.i t largc-pl~te vlbnUot at. lS cfa 
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